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Museum Montanelli launches the new exhibition season on 13 September 
2016 with an exhibition by Václav Bláha. 

The exhibition is being organized on the occasion of what would have been 
the 80th birthday of former Czech president Václav Havel and will be held as 

part of the Václav Havel Library’s HAVEL@80 program. 
The multimedia exhibition, which offers a new look at the work of Václav 
Bláha, aims to involve viewers in celebrating the memory of Václav Havel, to 

honor his ideas, actions and lifelong struggle for freedom, and to reflect on the 
times in which he lived and in which we live today. 

Perhaps, between the lines and between the paintings, we will find messages 
and answers that Havel is sending back to us. 
The words, message and values of Václav Havel, a great man, playwright and 

statesman, have found their way into and live on in our collective 
unconscious.  

Václav Bláha has tried to find and understand this message as well. He has 
been actively engaged in art since the second half of the 1970s. Later on also 
as a member of the “12/15 – Better Late Than Never” art group. In the past, 

Bláha has emphasized that his work touches on political issues only 
marginally if at all. But he has failed to convince his collectors of this view. 

In 2013–2015, Bláha’s studio was frequently visited by a family of collectors 
who asked him to create the work that the museum is today offering for loan 
under the title Messages from Václav Havel.  

As with his early works, this monumental work consisting of four cycles of 36 
paintings in total looks at the human figure. They touch one another and pass 
each other by; some are alone while others communicate. Some of the 

paintings are dominated by texture, which sometimes replaces the figures 
altogether. In these works, by which Bláha reflects upon Havel’s life, he 

creates a dramatic dialogue filled with his typical messages. Emotions are 
documented by eruptions of color. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 

The exhibition curator emphasizes the interdisciplinarity of Bláha’s work. “It is 
a reflection of the time that we lived in during the totalitarian era prior to 1989.” 

In order to document this aspect of Bláha’s  work, she is working to borrow 
several of his paintings from the National Gallery, Gallery of Modern Art in 
Roudnice nad Labem and from other private collectors. Bláha’s early work is 

evidence of his existential yearning to free himself from the narrowly defined 
existence of the era’s political system. He create scenes in which people live 

together within a given space (often a kind of architectural formation 
resembling a cage or prison), but they are isolated form one another and 
cannot come closer to each other or even to themselves.  

The works from this era by the rather introverted Václav Bláha resemble 
works by artists from the international movement fighting against the regime’s 

suppression of artistic expression, for instance in neighboring East Germany. 
The figures’ often sinister dynamic alludes to obstacles within the experienced 
depression of human lives and prevents them from breaking free from the 

limited space that they have been allocated, possibly forever. That is why they 
resemble monsters – sometimes aggressive, at other times resigned or 

lurking, and often in a position of helplessness. 
Perhaps Bláha expects his figures to resist their preordained fates, to 
transform into golems, saviors. Perhaps he is challenging them to break out of 

their prisons. Again and again, he tries to find the courage to express the 
emotions of his inner dialogues, to not succumb to complete skepticism, often 

with a sense of hyperbole or self-irony. Often, he avoids these emotions and 
in his work explores the subject of the family as the only safe area. The 
hopelessness of situations remains typical for most of his works from this era. 

In the 1980s, Bláha creates drawings and sketches entitled Constructions and 
Construction Sites. In these, he clearly works with a kind of Orwellian 

language of painting to point out the abuse of power and how the dictatorship 
literally reprograms the character of the individual and cripples his 
individuality. 

In the early 1990s, following the Velvet Revolution, the space in Bláha’s 
paintings opens up, his figures are lost in distant mists, we encounter 

sensuous moments, and we see the return of dense texture. Colors change, 
life and the oppressiveness of life are replaced by order.  
His paintings take on more abstract form. Bláha begins to create imaginary 

messages into which he inserts his own individual meaning. He feels secure; 
his style is free and unburdened. He toys with geometry, but does not 

differently, no longer with any clearly felt boundaries. But he remains on the 
alert, perhaps influenced by a part of his personality that cannot be 
suppressed, perhaps because of his past experiences. He feels absolute 

freedom only within the space of his own astronomical universe. And so he 
creates Star Walker and returns to questions of relationships. Although he 

only rarely creates poetic works, these sometimes refer to other, hidden 
aspects of Bláha’s artistic abilities. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 

 
Václav Bláha never escapes our country’s past: His most recent works do not 

deny their repeated skepticism; they remind us of the possibilities of the 
freedom that we have been offered that has often been poorly understood. 
They more intensively explore the fears that this experienced and masterly 

painter projects onto the canvas – the fear that our hard-won freedom, which 
we have adopted so unquestioningly, may be abused. Over time, his work 

also begins to reflect the fears that have become a worldwide phenomenon. 
He returns to exploring human figures, which again often pass each other 
bay, often with bowed heard. They are figures that, invisibly crucified, float 

through the heavens, alone. 
We should all pause to reflect upon the messages by which our generation 

celebrates the birthday of our beloved president Václav Havel. 
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